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https://ark.ie/

Welcome

The Ark invites you and your class to explore the mysterious world of materials at the 
Rock, Paper, Scissors exhibition. The Ark commissioned Irish artists to create playful and 
engaging artworks specifically for children. These artworks showcase three very di�erent 
artists who have three very di�erent material fascinations:
• Helen Mac Mahon adores light that bends, bounces and shimmers.
• Jonathan Nangle loves sound that tinkles, beats, and blasts.
• Róisín de Buitléar is mad about glass that melts, blobs and shatters.

Artists often become fascinated by an individual material in this way, getting to know it by 
playing by (and often breaking) the rules that a material makes!

Explore di�erent materials with your class through individual and group work, playing, 
experimenting and making!

How to use this Pack

This pack can be integrated into your lessons as you wish. You can start at any point or 
section in the pack as all activities are individual and are not consecutive. We would 
encourage you to visit The Ark exhibition and/or visit the online gallery of the artworks 
with your class on The Ark’s website here and then complete the activities.

The pack includes a wide choice of visual art activities that have been designed to 
develop observation skills, creativity and imagination. It aims to encourage children to 
be curious, to experiment, examine and play with di�erent materials, noticing the varied 
properties and possibilities of each individual material. The pack provides opportunities 
for individual and group creativity and self-expression. The suggested activities cover 
a range of topics and o�er a variety of engagements. Some activities come with a set of 
instructions, while others o�er opportunities for a more open and flexible approach, 
allowing for freer expression link across the primary school curricula.



http://kumiyamashita.com/light-shadow

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUtf7KkKRmM

https://www.helenmacmahon.com/gallery

Exploring light as an artistic medium in the classroom 
Inspiration: Helen Mac Mahon

Helen Mac Mahon

Many artists around the world are interested in working with light as an artistic medium. 
Have you thought about light in this artistic way before, where it might be used as a material 
to make artworks, like paint or sculpture? Have a look at some of the di�erent ways artists 
use light and discuss the materials they use to create their work with your class. For example, 
Helen Mac Mahon has used CD discs, acetates, painted glass and fans to explore the 
di�erent qualities and capabilities of light. Look at the artworks of Helen Mac Mahon here 
(Helen’s work is exhibited in the Rock Paper Scissors exhibition), James Turrell here (an 
American artist who incorporates architecture into his work) and also Japanese artist 
Kumi Yamashita here who creates sculptures that play with shadows. 

James Turrell
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Curricular Links:
Strand: Visual Arts
Strand Units: Looking and Responding, Construction, Print, Drawing.
Skills & Concepts: Awareness of Colour, Space, Pattern and Rhythm, Line
Linkage & Integration: Painting, Science, Language Development, Drama, Music



Light Play for the classroom

Light Play can be explored both indoors and outside. For indoor work consider exploring 
materials using di�erent light sources such as an old-fashioned overhead projector, torches, 
table lamps, or a light box. 

Everything looks di�erent when light and darkness are emphasised! 
Have a look around your immediate classroom environment to find materials to explore 
through your chosen light source. With your class you can discuss and experiment with 
opacity, transparency, and light as the source of all colour. 

Make your own classroom light box:
• Put rope lights, torches, or any battery-operated string lights into a plastic storage box with a lid. 
• Cover the inside of the lid with some baking paper.
• Then put the lid on, and pop di�erent objects on the box to see how the light a�ects them. 

Create di�erent shadows and compositions:
• Hang a washing line across a darkened area of the classroom.
• Create a white wall behind the washing line using a sheet of fabric or paper. 
• Then peg di�erent materials onto the line before shining a strong torch on the 
 washing-line materials to create di�erent shadows and compositions. 

Everything opaque will appear as a black shadow, while everything transparent that has 
some colour in it will project colour into your shadow compositions. 
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ACTIVITY: Shadow Theatre
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Create some shadow puppets using black card and coloured cellophane. Create a tabletop 
shadow theatre using a cardboard box. 

Materials Lists:
For the puppets     For the theatre
- Black card     - A strong cardboard box any size
- Scissors     - Scissors
- Pencils      - Baking or tracing paper
- Sheets of coloured cellophane   - Tape
- Wooden sticks      

Steps:
• Create shadow puppets by drawing and cutting out characters or shapes in black card 
 and sticking them to a wooden stick (or rolled up paper).
• Remove a section from the bottom of the cardboard box.
• Using baking paper or tracing paper, cover this section of the box and secure with 
 tape. 
• Draw on the tracing paper or add coloured cellophane to create a ‘scene’ or 
 background for the puppet show.
• Shine a torch or lamp from behind the puppets or objects to create an e�ect like the 
 one pictured above. 

This technique can be used to enhance other curricular areas, for example by bringing 
historical stories to life in a di�erent way. It could be used for learning 
new vocabulary in any language, by creating some puppet 
representations for the new words.  



ACTIVITY: Slides

Try making your own artistic light compositions in handmade slides. Use sunlight or a torch 
to see your colourful projections. You can use your slides alone or with additional cut-out 
puppets or silhouettes. Experiment with the scale and presentation of the finished slides. 
Use this technique across di�erent curricular areas such as science or drama.  

Materials List:    
• A4 card 
• Scissors
• Coloured cellophane
• Glue stick 

Steps:
• Fold your A4 sheet of card in half.
• Then fold it in half again.
• Leaving a boarder around the outside edges, cut a rectangle on the folded side.
• Unfold your card and you will have created a sheet with two identical rectangles cut 
 out, surrounded by identical framed edges (see picture below). 
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• Create a colourful scene using the cellophane and glue stick, onto one of the 
 rectangles, allowing the edges of the cellophane to overlap onto the edge of the frame. 
 You can also use markers on the cellophane to draw. If you don’t have coloured 
 cellophane, use a sheet of clear plastic (a polly pocket perhaps?), colour and draw 
 with markers. 
• When you are happy with the cellophane image, fold down the sheet in half again so 
 that it is framed on both sides. You can seal the frame by sellotaping the edges 
 together or leave it loose so it can be adapted at a later stage. 
• Shine a torch through your slide to see the projections it makes.
• Experiment with di�erent surfaces to project your slide onto. 
• Experiment by combining two or more slides in your projection. 
• Take photographs of the slide projection in di�erent places.
• Create drawings or paintings or collages or pastel compositions based on your 
 projected images. 

ACTIVITY: Slides continued
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ACTIVITY: Light Play Outdoors 

Light is a natural phenomenon. It is important and inspiring to observe light outside. Even on 
cloudy days, when directed to look at light through an artistic lens, we can see the 
subtleties and immense variations that light produces.

Create shadow compositions on a sunny day using children’s bodies and di�erent objects. 
Use chalk to create drawings in and around the shadows. Capture shadows on paper using 
charcoal sticks, chalk pastels, inks or pencils. Take photographs of the di�erent compositions 
and drawings. This is an enjoyable activity to do on repeated occasions, during di�erent light 
circumstances. It helps to encourage children to notice how shadows and reflections change, 
and how things we often take for granted are constantly changed by light.  

Back indoors, create a slideshow of the shadow play images taken outside to review and 
discuss them. Make drawings using the photographs you have taken outside as inspiration.  
Explore di�erent drawing materials that might represent shadows well, such as charcoal, 
pencils and rubbers, chalk pastels.
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https://www.bakerross.ie/sunpaper

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY: Cyanotype sun prints

Materials list:
• A class pack of prepared Cyanotype paper such as sunpaper
• Some found objects such as leaves or small toys
Cyanotype is an exciting photographic process originating in the 19th century and still used 
today as an artistic process. It uses sunlight and prepared photo sensitive paper to create 
‘blueprints’ where objects placed on the paper create positive shadows.

Follow the clear pictorial instructions on the paper packet. Discuss the process in advance 
with your class, explaining that the light sensitive paper will only work under certain 
conditions or ‘rules’.  It will be stored in light blocking black plastic sleeve and begins to 
activate as soon as it come in contact with any light.

Steps:
• Prepare by deciding on each composition of objects to place on the sunpaper.
• Hand out paper to each pupil. 
• Place the objects carefully on the paper.
• Then leave the paper in the sunlight for a few minutes, until the paper has turned 
 from pale blue to almost white.
• Remove the objects and rinse the paper in water.

Allow the paper to dry in the sun and watch as the images from the shadows left by the 
objects will appear like magic!
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https://ergodos.bandcamp.com/album/pause

https://youtu.be/onjVXvOKKDY

Exploring sound as an artistic medium in the classroom

Artist Inspiration: Jonathan Nangle
Watch the video of our Rock Paper Scissors composer and sound artist Jonathan Nangle’s 
work ‘The Mad Hatters Tea Party’. 

Jonathan and many other musicians and composers believe that many things in the world 
that make sounds can be used in artistic compositions. Because of this, they are always on 
the lookout for new and interesting ‘everyday’ or ‘ordinary’ sounds that they can record and 
integrate into their musical works. Listening to this work, and others similar here. Have a 
discussion with your class, ask what everyone thinks of the music, 
- What it makes you all think of and whether you all agree that any sound can be made 
   musical? 
- Who listens to any music that uses everyday sounds? 
- If you were making music, what everyday sounds would you include? 

Babies crying?  Dogs barking?  Waves crashing?  Leaves rustling?            
 Water dripping?  Sirens or alarms?   Cars zooming? 

Curricular Links:
Strand: Visual Arts
Strand Unit: Looking and Responding, Drawing, 
Skills & Concepts: Listening, Recording, Collaboration. Awareness of pattern, rhythm, line, 
colour & texture. Imaginative composition. 
Linkage & Integration: Music, PE, Science (Materials), Language development, Drama. 
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ACTIVITY: Sound experiments

Explore the variety of materials and objects available in the classroom. Set up a sound 
making and recording area. Experiment with the di�erent sounds each object can make on i
ts own and in conjunction with others. Create a series of recordings of the di�erent sounds 
to play back.

Now go outside to make some more sound experiments. Begin by practicing focused 
listening. 
- What sounds can we hear? 
- How many di�erent ones? 
- Rather than telling us about the sounds, can you try to make them instead? 
- Make new names or words for each sound you hear. 
- Draw a shape to describe or symbolise the di�erent sounds you hear. 

Now try making some sounds with what is available in the environment. 
Think about di�erent ‘drumstick’ possibilities, try:
a stick, 
a fork, 
a straw, 
a feather, 
a shoelace, 

Record your sound experiments. 

  
   Give names to the di�erent sounds you create.

     
      Draw symbols for the di�erent sounds you create.
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https://www.classicfm.com/discover-music/latest/graphic-scores-art-music-pictures/cage-aria/

Graphic Compositions

Ask your pupils to draw symbols of the di�erent sounds made both in the classroom and 
outside, beginning to explore the idea of a graphic composition.

Begin by doing some research to explore the di�erent possibilities for graphic composition. 
Many composers write their own musical scores in unusual ways, often using drawing or 
‘graphic’ forms of notation that are unique to them. Look at and discuss together these 
examples of graphic scores here.

 

John Cage ‘Aria’

Mc Queen ‘Picnic’
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https://www.andrewdownes.com/Graphic-Scores-Lesson-Plan.html

Graphic Compositions continued

Now try some graphic composition yourselves described below so you can make set pieces 
of music using the sounds you have found or created (this resource by Andrew Downes 
resource might be helpful).  

Making set pieces of music will involve deciding on order of sounds, which sounds will come 
before or after other sounds. Discuss these options with your class. They may decide to use 
only a few sounds together and to create a strong repetitive rhythm, or they may decide to 
use all of their di�erent sounds only once. 

Ask your pupils to think of their individual sounds like letters in an alphabet, and of writing 
their score, like writing a letter. They should think of what they would like to say, of the tone 
they would like to use, will it be:

Funny? 
  Fast? 
    Angry? 
      Scary?
        Sad?

Now try to play each other’s graphic scores!
Hold a concert of your compositions!
Display your graphic scores!
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https://www.erwinwurm.at/artworks/one-minute-sculptures.html

ACTIVITY: Silent Sculptures 

Artist Inspiration: Artist Erwin Wurm 
Erwin Wurm is interested in mimicking monumental art, or commemorative sculptures, 
usually made of bronze or stone which represent a figure from history. Wurm creates small 
diagrams for visitors to his exhibition to copy, so that the visitors themselves become the art, 
as long as they stay still and silent for one minute. Look at some examples of Erwin Wurms 
art. Now ask your class to try create silent sculptures of their own, using whatever objects 
they can find around you. 

Create drawings as instructions for others to become silent sculptures. Create a simultaneous 
exhibition of your own. Afterwards, discuss how remaining silent a�ects the sculptures. 
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ACTIVITY: Sound Drawings

Have you noticed how, when you make drawings, di�erent tools make di�erent sounds? 
Try making some drawings together or in small groups to experiment with the di�erent
drawing sounds you can make together. This can be done both indoors and outside. 
Record your drawing compositions and display the drawing you make to go with the 
recordings. The important thing to remember here is that it is the sound, rather than the 
picture you are interested in. This encourages mark-making and experimental rather than 
representational drawing. 

You will need
• Large sheets of paper: Try brown wrapping paper, baking paper or heavy card, (di�erent 
 surfaces will produce di�erent sounds).

• Di�erent drawing and mark-making tools: Try charcoal, markers, pencils, crayons, 
             masking tape, sticks, chalks, fingers.
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TRANSFORMERS: Exploring changeable materials 
(like glass) in the classroom 

Artist Inspiration: Róisín de Buitléar
For our exhibition, artist Róisín de Buitléar has created beautiful colourful artworks from 
glass. They have been heated to soaring temperatures so that it can be moulded into the 
shapes the artist wants them to be. The artist has also used air, using a blowing technique to 
inflate the glass so that it takes a balloon like shape. When you look closely at the glass 
pieces, due to their shape the artworks transform our reflections in playful ways like 
‘wonky’ mirrors.

Curricular Links:
Strand: Visual Arts
Strand Unit: Construction, Fabric & Fiber,  
Skills & Concepts: Awareness of form, awareness of how materials can be used to 
make structures, awareness of pattern, rhythm, line, colour & texture. Imaginative 
composition. 
Linkage & Integration: Science (Materials), Clay, Language development, Drama.
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There are many materials which can be transformed by temperature and other factors to 
create artworks. For example:
 
Clay can be transformed from liquid to solid and back again by the addition of water and by 
air or kiln (clay oven) drying.
 
Bronze metal, often used in monumental or commemorative sculptures, like glass needs to 
be heated to very high temperatures so that it can be poured as a liquid into moulds before it 
is carefully cooled, so that it takes the shape of the mould made by the artist.
 
Paper can be transformed from sheets to paper pulp by shredding and soaking in liquid (it has already been 
transformed from wood contained in trees to sheets contained in books!).
Think together about how other materials that you may know are transformed by di�erent processes, 
such as……

heating 

  cooling 

    drying 

      soaking

         pounding 

  cooking 

         baking

     shredding

 inflating

           scrunching

      grating

TRANSFORMERS: Exploring changeable materials  in the 
classroom continued...
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ACTIVITY: Ice Balloons 

Materials List:

• Some balloons

• Some small found objects

• Water

• A freezer

• A bucket or basin to carry your ice balloons outside

Steps:

• See what objects you can squeeze into the balloons before carefully filling them 
 with water. 
• Tie a knot in the top and freeze the balloons overnight. 
• Carry the frozen balloons outside and snip o� the balloon to reveal your ice balloons. 
• You can play with them by painting them or by placing them in di�erent positions 
 and photographing them as they melt.



ACTIVITY: Transforming Paper

Materials List

• Various papers; di�erent weights and qualities from tissue paper to wall paper

• Plastic covering for table

• Water sprayers, sponges & brushes

• Very dilute pva glue

• Sheets of sturdy card for display

Look at and be inspired by the paper experiments in the image above from Reggio Emilia. 
Allow children to work individually or in teams to experiment with the papers of their choice.

Using some very diluted pva glue and brushes, sponges or spray bottles, experiment to create 
di�erent textures. Display the paper experiment compositions on the card. 
Discuss your classes’ experiments. Invent and record titles or captions for each work.
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ACTIVITY: Transforming Plastics - Inflatable Sculpture

Artists often use unusual materials to make their work. Did you know that some artists like 
to create inflatable sculptures like the ones below? What do you think of theses artworks 
and what might be the di�culties or advantages of creating inflatable artworks?
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Otto Piene

Claire Ashley



ACTIVITY: Create a whole class inflatable sculpture

Design some inflatable sculptures of your own:
What size would they be?
What colours? 
Where and how would you display them? 

Materials List:

• Plastic bags (various colours and sizes, thin rather than thick work best)

• Tapes various (whatever you have e.g.: Sellotape, ga�a tape, insulation tape) 

• Scissors

• Markers

• A hairdryer

First, decide on the shape you would like to make and try to figure out how it will look in 
three dimensions. Discuss with your class, what do you need to do to turn a design from two 
dimensions to three dimensions? Experiment by making some small scale ‘maquettes’. 
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each design before collectively deciding on 
which design to scale up.  

Steps:
• Cut all of your plastic bags into flat opened out sheets.
• Spread the sheets onto the floor or tables pushed together.
• Draw your shape onto the plastic bags. 
• Carefully cut your shape out along the drawn line.
• Tape the bags together so that there are absolutely no gaps (be generous with the 
 tape but don’t forget to leave a gap big enough to fit the hairdryer nozzle). 
• Try a first inflation. Turn your hairdryer to cold setting, insert into your taped up shape 
 and turn it on.
• Find any gaps and tape them up. 
• Fully inflate your sculpture. 
• Enjoy! 
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The visual art activities in this Rock, Paper, Scissors Classroom Activity Pack

have beeen created by Dr Lucy Hill.


